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Working together with the Healthcare 
Community to Create Environments with 
a Steady, Healthy Beat.

A healthy organization starts with a healthy environment. 
Properly planned and equipped, a facility's space can be 
effective, productive, and friendly. In short...healthy.

The healthcare industry, like any other, 
must purchase furnishings when planning 
space for nurse stations, patient areas, 
and administration offices. These, and 
other areas, need casework, storage, 
and filing solutions to maximize space 
and efficiency. 

There are elements that require specific 
attention such as sterile storage, 
stainless steel or solid surfaces, and 
flexible furniture for patient rooms. 
Southwest Solutions can help with the 
design of Pharmacy, Lab, Patient and all 
storage areas throughout the facility. 

From modular casework to materials 
management, Southwest Solutions 
is prepared to help the healthcare 
community meet Green, LEED®, 
performance, and operating standards.
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Automated Storage & Sterile Supply
Sterile Supply

Automated Storage Systems 
Pathology Storage

Pharmaceutical Storage
Materials Management Racks 

The complete healthcare facility includes automated 
storage and sterile storage solutions for each application, 
environment, and budget. Southwest Solution's quality 
solutions include:

◘  Compact racking for materials management in a 
hospital or facility environment. From bulk storage to 
medications, storage must accommodate any shape or 
size.

◘  Sterile medical supply storage provides safe, easy 
and immediate access to any department's sterile supply 
need.

◘  Automated storage system for any department in your 
facility from pathology to pharmacy

◘  High density storage systems offer solutions for any 
department's storage needs.
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Custom casework solutions are 
an inherent part of every facility; 
nurse stations, examination rooms, 
laboratories, pharmacies, and break 
rooms. Modular Casework provides:

◘  factory-built furnishings on precision 
equipment, to ensure the highest level 
of quality.

◘  casework that can be manufactured 
to exact requirements, dimensional 
and functional.

◘  finish options to match or coordinate 
with any interior.

◘  any desired case and surface  
material including laminate, thermofoil, 
solid surface and powder coated or 
stainless steel.

◘  tax benefits, as Modular Casework 
is classified as furniture and has a 
10-year warranty.

◘  flexibility, as it is easily reconfigurable, 
reusable, repairable, and recyclable.

◘  solutions consistent with Green 
building standards.

Modular Casework
Nurse Stations
Examination & Patient Rooms
Laboratories & Pharmacies
ICU  & Operating Rooms
Break Areas
Lockers
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Labs, pharmacies, administrative offices, and 
sterile facilities all have specific storage and 
filing needs. We offer space-saving products to 
healthcare organizations that include high-density 
mobile systems, rotary storage, shelving, and 
lateral files that: 

◘  increase productivity through organization and 
ease of retrieval—critical in emergency situations.

◘  increase storage in the same space by up 
to 50% while retaining flow and mobility.

◘  provide sterile storage solutions for the areas 
such as the operating room (OR) or cath lab.

◘  keep items safe and secure whether in a 
pharmacy, a patient's room, or in the OR.

◘  centralize documents and records while 
keeping protected health information 

safe and secure.

◘  store virtually any type of item in a mobile 
storage unit.

Storage Solved
Sterile Storage 

OR & ER
Pharmacy 

Administrative
Medical Records
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Switch to EMR and 
Save money and space. 
We can help you make the migration from 

paper-based to Electronic Medical Records. 

Retain inactive files onsite with space-saving 

storage methods while decreasing medical 

records storage costs.

 Desk 

 Archive Storage

 Work Group 

 Central Storage 

Modern filing solutions consist of more than simply 
going to your local office supply store. Patient care 
requires detailed, safeguarded filing solutions that meet 
organizational and governmental standards. We can help 
your records management needs by:

◘  RFID tagging, indexing and tracking hard copy 
documents, imaged files, inactive documents.

◘  letting you design and print color-coded labels with 
bar codes, file names, dates, etc.

◘  integrating into office networks for seamless document 
management, bar coding, and imaging.

◘  creating and maintaining electronic images of paper 
documents for instant access.

◘  supplying everything you need including folders and 
storage solutions.

◘  offering archive storage and secure destruction/
recycling solutions.

Records Management Solutions
Use
Store
Retrieve
Destroy
Recycle

 Document Scanning
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Moveable Walls
Offices

Conference Rooms
Lobbies

Patient Areas

Change is the only constant in your 
healthcare facility. Moveable walls 
make it easy to reconfigure or refurbish 
spaces and allow you to create elegant 
office fronts, divide open areas, or 
create new spaces when necessary. In 
addition, moveable walls:

◘  are depreciated as furniture, not with 
the building; therefore easy to cost-
justify.

◘  are 95% reusable, contributing 
to buildings that are easy on the 
environment.

◘  eliminate the need for fixed construction and drywall.

◘  allow finishes and designs not readily available with 
constructed walls.

◘  offer a variety of styles and materials, from wood to glass.

Signage
Architectural Graphics

Wayfinding

Facility signage is all about connecting. With your architecture. 
With those who use and visit your space. And with your brand. 
Signage should be in concert with all three. It as an opportunity, 
and indeed an obligation, to deliver to your project signage with 
these key dimensions of connectivity.

◘  Strategy and design

◘  Wayfinding & programming

◘  Documentation & management

◘  Installation & beyond
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